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Artnotes
"/ am really glad to hear that

something is going ahead in

Zimbabwe on the art scene. What

has worried me terribly is the lack

ofcnticaiity and engagement with

issues — continuous praise has

done no one any good at all and

now that SA is back in the world

the competition for 'Africanness' is

going to he tough.
"

Marion Arnold writing from Cape Town

highlights our need for criticism, interpre-

tation and discussion which are essential to

the growth of challenging art. That

continuous praise is good for no one is

evident in the proliferation of mediocre and

derivative work. Some incisive criticism is

needed.

Criticism can be positive and constructive,

a contnbution to development and change,

a good teacher. Artists produce their work

to be seen, to communicate. They want

and need response. If the response is not

all positive it may help them to look and

think again. Comment can open viewers

and artists to new possibilities, alternative

perspectives.

Without a local art school to create an

atmosphere of rational discussion and

examination of art, criticism has come to

be seen in Zimbabwe as personal and

negative. Another correspondent says:

"Writing about contemporary

art in this small community is

a can of worms.
"

Well let's open the can so the worms can

eat away some of the dead wood in our art

to make way for new growth. To extend

the metaphor, most plants benefit from a

little judicious pruning.

Equally worth considering in Marion's

letter is the suggestion that nothing has

been happening on the art scene in

Zimbabwe. This is far from true as the

articles in this issue indicate, but we need

to make ourselves seen and heard both

inside and outside the country. Recent

visitors have been impressed with some of

the work they've seen and artists are being

invited to exhibit overseas.

In November, Tapfuma Gutsa, Luis Meque

and Keston Beaton travelled to Germany as

guests of the Gallerie Munsterland in

Emsdetten who will host an exhibition

entitled 'Genesis' next year. The curators

came to Zimbabwe on the Shona sculpture

trail and were depressed with what they

found. However at Gallery Delta they were

shown what Zimbabwean artists are capable

of creating. Gallene Munsterland aim to

facilitate interaction and to this end three

German artists will come to Zimbabwe

eariy in 1995. All six artists will then work

towards the exhibition in September 1995.

The necessity to explain their work and

articulate their concerns to the more critical

German audience will be beneficial for

Zimbabwe's three representatives and

hopefully have spin-offs for the local scene.

Seven local artists, Gerry Dixon, Cnspen

Maiakenya, Luis Meque, Stephen Williams,

Richard Jack, Anderson Mukomberanwa

and Bernard Takawira, will have work in an

exhibition of art from southern Africa

entitled 'SANAAAfrica'. This exhibition,

organised by the Norwegian Museum of

Contemporary Art, will tour Norway from

February 1995 for 12 months.

Sue McCormick recently brought Zimba-

bwean art to international notice when she

won 2nd prize in the Gualdo Tadino

(Perugia) 34th International Exhibition of

Ceramic Art for her wall piece entitled

'Solidarity'. Constructed of clay tiles of

varied size and prominence, the piece

depicts three female figures and a pot, with

beads and copper wire as added elements.

Some parts of the surface are burnished

while the background is subtly coloured

using brushwork with slips and oxides. The

prestigious and lucrative first prize of

Z$25,O0O draws work from many countries

which this year included Norway, Russia,

Lithuania, Switzerland, Greece, Japan and

Italy among others. Congratulations, Sue!

But while our artists may get recognition

abroad, the local scene is more problematic.

Culture is not a profit making enterprise. It

needs support and sponsorship. Some local

companies continue to play an important

role through their generous funding of art.

In October two major companies in Harare

requested paintings and sculpture to show at

the opening of their new office buildings.

Events such as these bring art to the

attention of many who do not visit galleries

and offer them something new and stimulat-

ing. Sadly some companies as yet do not

support local culture as was evidenced in a

recent visit to the headquarters of one of the

biggest conglomerates. Enshrined in a

beautiful frame behind the reception desk

was a piece of commercially printed fabric

matching the fabric covering their chairs

and sofas! This lack of interest or pride in

Zimbabwean culture projects a negative

impression to the many visitors who pass

through their offices. As one person at the

Heritage Exhibition commented:

"When you talk about what could

have been done, you have to ask

yourself ifyou have contributed as

much as you can.
"

However, thanks to support from many

quarters, things are buzzing. New direc-

tions were in evidence at the Zimsculpture

Pachipamwe Workshop (see page 3) and if

not a show of excellent work, the Heritage

Exhibition (see page 7), does demonstrate

the range of potential in Zimbabwe. The

majority of exhibiting artists are untrained,

and much talent is not achieving what it

could. We need that art school! Both the

President and the Director of the National

Gallery mentioned it in passing in their

speeches at the Heritage opening. Too

much has been said and too little done but

hopefully, with a new Director, the project

can be made reality.

While we wait for the Zimbabwe School of

Art, the Harare Polytechnic is looking for

full or part time lecturers in Fine Art to join

their effort to develop art in Zimbabwe. If

you are interested please write enclosing a

CV to the Principal, Attention: Head of

Department, Printing and Graphic Arts,

Harare Polytechnic, Box CY 407, Cause-

way, Harare.

Michiel Dolk on page 13 shares thought-

provoking perspectives on the conventions

of painting and sculpture, challenging artists

to consider contemporary art concerns.

More deliberate questioning and examina-

tion of ideas is necessary if Zimbabwe's art

is to establish a living rather than a petrified

tradition. Too much emphasis is put on

preserving culture, maintaining traditions,

making more art for the Heritage cupboard,

rather than on exploring alternative

possibilities and investigating new concepts,

"making decisive breaks into the new".

The Editor
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Shurugwe
September/October 1994

By Derek Muggins

"Shona sculpture... it is a dying movement. I

think that with John (Takawira) and

Ndandarika and other people, the movement

went." So asserts the black skinned, lank

haired Tapfuma Gutsa. sitting bare chested on

the terrace of the Shurugwe Motel.

We have driven the two hundred plus miles

from Harare via Gweru to Shurugwe. on wide

tar roads, under a mildly grey sky which hints

at rain though it seems too early to hope for an

end the dry season. Traversing the undulating

scrub bush lands south of Chivu, there are

vultures, some thirty or forty, gathered on the

lip of a donga. The vultures rise lazily and

glide away to circle and wait. There is a

carcase, a full grown warthog; all that remains

is the head and hooves. The flies are thick and

noisy and the maggots stirring. Going on,

tribes of vervet monkeys cross the road and

birds of prey wheel above.

Heralded by a conical hill, the name of which

nobody seems to know, with msasa and pine

trees covering its slopes, the small town of

Shurugwe comes into sight. More old than

new, more closed and empty than open and

occupied, Shurugwe displays its deserted,

verandah-ed streets.

The now-named Shurugwe Motel, situated in

the lea of the hill with no name, was if I am not

mistaken, a tea garden in the early 60s where

Trevor Southey, a young painter, lived. Two of

his works are in the Permanent Collection of

the National Gallery. He became a mormon,

perhaps understandably, and went to Utah.

Selukwe, its anglicised colonial name, lost a

painter and its only call, so far, to the art

history of the country.

Arriving at the motel we espy the form of

Gerry Dixon, dressed in track trousers,

colourful caftan and imitation guerrilla bush

hat, and we know we have homed in on the

workshop. We have a lemon drink and slake

our thirst while Gerry talks. "Amazing

workshop. Worked one week wood, one week

stone, one week painting. Amazing. Gentle.

Quiet. No hype. No talk. Just work. Got into

the stone. So easy to work. Much easier than

wood. Absolute despair yesterday. Today at

peace. Have got enough stimulation out of it to

last me a year. Amazing."

In the dark bar, the ZBC is on the air, pumping

out pop music. We move off to see Gerry's

«^
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work patch in the middle of a disused, mini-

ature golf course amongst msasa trees. He has

chosen Hole number three as his green. Here

we look at his found objects in wood, Buffalo

Horns and Tuning Fork, the latter too heavy by

far for one to lift. "Tapfuma's place is up the

hill through that hole in the fence. Some of the

others are working on the terraces, others, the

painters and the welders, on a farm ten miles

away."

We climb the hill. A Dixon stone sculpture

along the path is reminiscent of a Grecian

warrior's face and helmet with trimmed plume.

There is a vertical snake on the neck. It is an

impressive piece.

Govane Ferreira, the Mozambican wood carver

from Maputo who exhibited at the National

Gallery a few years ago, is working the stone

alongside Rashid Jogee. Rashid, pale under his

colouful woollen hat, is chipping gently,

patiently, resolutely at a big rock with purple

intrusions that is lumpy and undramatic in

form. Uncovering that which is hidden, and

almost as though he has no wish to discover or

look or take out that which is within, so gently

does he chip. It is as though he is fondling it.

He is happy to see us. "I hadn't heard.

Thought the workshop was off. Had a brilliant

scene in Bulawayo just before I came: Brenda

Fassi in Mpopoma. For me it is a new experi-

ence because it is the first workshop I have

only worked the stone. There is real stability in

It, OK. Painting is so wild... there are so many
ups and downs, you see. It's like a wild

woman. This has been good for me, the

stability. It is patient and steady. I'm develop-

ing the stone from its original form. I feel in

touch with this stone... just developing it... for

ten days... it starts to come. The work becomes

light and easy, OK, and then you sing and talk

together... and you become in touch with the

stone. I've just been preparing it before I really

begin to work on it and then get involved... go

up gently and come down out of it slowly."

Such is Rashid's involvement with his rock,

fond and meek.

As we go on up the hill I remember a stanza

from Omar Khayyam:

For I remember slopping by ihe way

To watch a potter thumping his wet clay:

And with its all-obliterated tongue

It munnur 'd— Gently, Brother gently, pray!

Tapfuma Gutsa Looking around the site where the stone is

ZimSculpture Pachipamwe Workshop
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dumped, there is, across the track, a severed

aeroplane propeller transformed, by

Tapfuma Gutsa, into a cycladic-like form by

the addition of a wooden head. Nearby

Webster Gutsa cuts into a rock to create a

termite and its labyrinth.

Terraced hillside and more workers. Dias

Machate, from Mozambique, wrestles to

wedge home a block of serpentine in a rough

hewn tree trunk.

On a retaining wall, a line of metal and

mixed media works by Voti Thebe from

Bulawayo, of which Bondage, or perhaps

Captive Woman, is the most impressive.

Further along the terrace, Frances

Richardson from England is investigating

how best to pin wood to stone. The piece on

which she works, a curved stone base on

which she balances a narrow tree trunk, and

the manner in which she endeavours to link

one to the other with the aid of two curved

metal pins is thoughtful and well designed.

She proposes to fix a curvilinear scrap metal

piece to the wood, to create perhaps a figure

with a lyre?

It looks too much like a Tapfuma Gutsa for

my inclination. This is not neutral ground.

For here, as we climb the hill, terrace by

terrace, the Tapfuma Gutsa influence is

strong. Many powerful sculptures stand

along these terraces and around the swim-

ming pool, washed and darkened by the

water from the sprinkler, which are unmis-

takably Outsa's works dating over the last
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decade. There are some familiar ones: The

Lovers, The Snake, The Crashed Out

Helicopter... works that one imagined had

sold long ago and been housed in Europe

and America, but which have come to rest

on these terraces over the last three or four

years. Unmistakably, this is the site of an art

establishment. How did this happen?

Tapfuma homed, I guessed, on the Shurugwe

chrome mine to investigate the stone sought

after by the sculptors of this land. And

finding it, he found a home nearby atop a

kopje, in sight of the hill with no name, and

with a bar that is the Shurugwe Motel, at the

bottom.

Tapfuma Gutsa

The stone built cottage on top of the hill is

full and alive with paintings and sculptures

— by Stephen Williams, Richard Jack,

Henry Thompson, Berry Bickle, Rashid

Jogee and others— the swops and spoils of

annual workshopping, Pachipamwe style, in

Zimbabwe. Certainly this is an art site in the

midst of the Midlands Province. Incongru-

ous, almost unbelievable, but fact.

Across the hill, the Zambian, Friday Tembo,

and the slight, brown skinned Namibian,

Silverius OUbile, work side by side. Friday

has completed a piece in wood, rather busy

in its form, drilled with countless holes. He

calls it Empty Promise... it depicts a

politician. The Namibian works on stone

but there is no impressive form here.

Perhaps he hasn't worked stone before.

It seems workshop work is experimental,

often unresolved, unfinished, even ill

conceived and incongruous. The accent is

on the experimental, to work new media,

and here, on this hill, the tendency to work

in mixed media is apparent. While this may

be a means to be different, to be contempo-

rary, to break away and to find an alterna-

tive, it is not necessarily an end in itself.

There is a sculpture on one of the terraces, a

female torso in wood which appeals but on

which is fixed a beaten copper head which to

my eye and sensibility is without harmony

or feeling between the materials. It becomes

tawdry and twee... perhaps I am prejudiced

and reminded too much of the copper

souvenirs of a decade or two ago. But

mixed media is a potential direction for

those who experiment and work long enough

to mix the materials well; if it is used in the

search for something different. It seems that

here, amongst the participants of this

workshop, the collective in Africa is dissipat-

ing in the search for the individualistic.

"J-? Jx^s^



Wood was the traditional medium, and then

came stone with the so-called Shona

sculpture, a contemporary movement

commencing in the late 50s on which the

emphasis, both at home and abroad, has

been for 35 years, and which has become

synonymous with Zimbabwean art. Here

clearly, the revolution against that continues

and the break-away mood is to mix media.

Locally, Naso Callinicos, now in Australia,

and Richard Jack were the first to experi-

ment and work in this manner.

Tapfuma Gutsa told me in 1981: "I am not a

Shona Sculptor. I don't believe in all that

hocus pocus. I want to be a sculptor. I want

to go and study overseas. I want to be

myself." Aided by a British Council grant,

he went to London and studied for three

years at the Guild School where he was

exposed to multi-media. He has since that

time been steadily finding himself and

proving to be the centre of the alternative.

He is strong, outspoken, audacious, passion-

ate, highly imaginative and creative.

Late in the afternoon at the motel, after

lunch of bream, sadza and relish, sitting

under a fir tree where the weavers are

building noisily, Tapfuma joins us and, while

swigging beer from the bottle, begins to talk

in his characteristic staccato manner about

the workshop, the politics:

"The idea of the workshop was problemati-

cal from the beginning. I reacted against the

Pachipamwe workshops of the past where

the sculptors were underprivileged compared

to the painters. The painters got materials

worth hundreds of US dollars and the

sculptors, about five hundred Zim dollars

worth of stone. That wasn't good enough.

But here, by giving enough materials, there

has been a lot of experimentation and the

Tapfuma Gutsa

spirit of the workshop has been good. Calm.

And if, when it all comes out. it is not good

enough then we have failed. We've been

trying to get out of the usual mould, to

break-away, and it's about honesty in the

process. It's a sharing of ideas and it makes

one work hard."

"And Tapfuma. what about the politics? The

infamous meeting at the Kentucky Hotel at

the beginning of the year?"

He laughs. "Yeah, yeah, all of that." He
laughs again. "I decided to call a meeting

and announce my intentions about the

workshop. I had been funded by the Delfina

Trust (London). There was opposition to the

control of the funds. It was like I was trying

to upstage everybody. There was a fight

about the money and the control. It ended in

a fight. Then I didn't know what to do and

nearly abandoned the idea. I came to you

and you said, you will lose reputation and

credibility if you don't do it... if you have

the money, make a plan, fix a location and

date and send out invitations and put the

onus on them to come and take a chance and

have a good time or bad, or not to come and

lose out or not. So I did that... the older

artists promised to give stone but they

didn't. They didn't come even although they

were invited out of courtesy... and the

traditional Pachipamwe donors gave

nothing... I thmk they had bad vibes." He
drinks off some beer from the bottle. "But

there are 25 artists, from here, Namibia,

Zambia, Mozambique, England, Jamaica

and one or two from Germany."

Then the talk moves to the work that is

being done. "What about the ideas behind

the work, Tapfuma? Are the artists talking

about their ideas? Or is it just things put

together?"

Tapfuma Gutsa
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"Intellectually we are not armed. A lot of us

haven't had art education. Stamps (Minister

of Health) talks about Health for All by the

Year 2000. I talk about Art Education for

All by the Year 2000. The problem is that

our education system has no art involve-

ment. Art must be taken to the schools.

Even if there is one artist in a thousand, that

one should be given the chance. We are

children of chance. Our government only

wants to take people overseas for technical

training."

"But you've got that education, Tapfuma.

Did you angle the workshop towards

discussion and ask what artists are putting

down?"

"You know what it was... everybody thought

that we were out to make a coup. No, it

wasn't that. Just wanted to make one leam

from the others."

"But you want to get the artists away from

the Shona sculpture movement?"

"Yes, because it's a dying movement. I

think that with John (Takawira) and

Ndandarika and other people, the movement
went. The problem is that Shona sculpture is

related to Eskimo art... it's an anthropologi-

cal interest. And people can sell. People

work with a gallery and people are encour-

aged to make spiritual references. Some-

body I know, a close friend, making

sculpture... he has a house with solar power

and water piped from the well. It's about the

economic situation. So now the whole

village is making sculptures. Like

Tengenenge... buy one there and you can

find as good on the roadside. It's an

eyesore. I have run far to come here. If

people want me to run further I will fight."

He laughs.

Among his contributions during the three

week run of the workshop, aside from the

organisational aspects, is a worked block of

rough textured stone turning off its vertical

axis, on to which is fitted a metal pipe and a

branch with a trumpet-like loud hailer or

hearing aid.

Another of Tapfuma's works in progress is a

suitcase-sized shape of compacted wire,

straight from the metal salvage yard, to

which he has fixed blocks of wood, reminis-

cent of a transistor radio, the wires of which

are teased upwards to form an aerial.

Another is a rectangular metal frame about

seven foot long on the sides of which are

welded the rudimentary stretchers used in

the mines, a six foot long sheet iron plate

with handles, and on top of the frame

another stretcher with the wrapped form of a

corpse. More an installation piece this... of

the mine cage and mine accident.
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Keston Beaton

It seems he has gathered his kind to

himself... "I am a leader through my work

but I should not be seen as the centre."

"No, we don't see Tapfuma as the leader of

a movement," says Frances. "We are not

his disciples."

"But inevitably you are seen as a leader,

Tapfuma," we say. There is no further

protest.

At the end of the day, about five miles along

the Gweru road, we turn towards Surprise

Siding. Why Surprise? Nobody seems to

know the reason. Berry Bickle volunteers

that there is a 'shebeen' located there... the

present day surprise at Surprise? We turn

onto a farm and stop at a dilapidated bam to

visit the painters and metal workers.

Here Keston

Beaton has, from found objects, assembled

a mosquilo-likc insect with its own inbuilt

cylinder barrel from a small engine.

Another of his efforts is a wooden head

around which he has wrapped a metal mask

which has more potential. His guitar, in

simple line and form, works well. He says

he has been up and down the back streets of

Shurugwe looking for interesting scrap and

found objects.

Two of Berry Bickle's paintings hang on the

outside wall of the bam; white ground on

which she experiments with calligraphy and

which she calls Tears and Tears, meaning

both to cry and to rent, and on which are

stuck bone-like scrolls of paper and wood.

Inside the bam are her treasure trove

suitcases and trunks. There too, on the wall

behind, are Shikani's icon-like paintings in

ochres and reds. Gone are the suffering

masses, at last. Outside in the yard, a Gutsa

sculpture, in wood hewn from a tree trunk,

of a nude male torso which is strong and

good. No embarrassment here in depicting

the genitals and slivers of wood have been

teased to depict pubic hair.

En route to Harare by night, the questions

arise, are answered in part, dispelled, rise

again. Does the workshop work? That it is

apparently well organised and efficient...

yes. That it has satisfied

the artists... yes. For

most of them it is a

period of time out of

their normal working

environment and

struggle for existence,

where for three weeks

there is a bed, food,

drink, succour without

worry and the opportu-

nity to be with like souls

in the struggle; to gain

^^0- "^
• strength, encouragement

•>^r^ -.1. and stimulation in the

Berry Bickle
artistic quest. But

workshops do not suit all. There are those

solitaries in the quest who must work alone.

And, while workshops afford benefit, solace,

impetus, it is a half measure. An art school

is necessary for Zimbabwe. Surely only the

best is enough for Africa's artists of the

future.

What is the effect of this workshop? The

concentration of a new contemporary

movement and different directions? or the

dissipation of a cultural mishmash that will

be repealed as far afield as Namibia? We

wrestle to answer this. Intemationalism?

Continental drift? Can the resulting work be

seen to be "African' or does this not matter?

"Yes it is African," Berry Bickle had said.

"When I was working at the Delfina Studios,

up against the products of the British art

schools already well set in their trends, they

were positively boring. These people are

much more exciting." 'They are Africans

and if they are honest their work will

inevitably be African," Barbara had said.

To me the message of the workshop seems

clear; Africa is changing. Zimbabwean

sculpture and art are undergoing a change.

This is not a new phenomenon. It has been

going on largely unnoticed for a decade or

more, around a few catalysts... of which

Tapfuma Gutsa is one.

The message that needs to go out to the art

community, its observers, interested parties,

organisations and collectors, here and

abroad, is that the revolt against the estab-

lished in Zimbabwean ait — Shona sculp-

ture— is in progress and that this revolt is

black African inspired and motivated; that it

comes from within.

The workshop itself was African inspired

and organised and comprised predominantly

sculptors with a few painters, predominantly

black with a few whites. 'African' art or Art

in Africa? That is the question.

It is time for the West to review its attitudes;

to move on from the preconceived idea of

Africa as still the 'dark' continent, wild,

exotic, primitive; its art still primitive,

traditional, only ethnic, with luile relevance

to contemporary modernist developmenls.

The change is evident in this workshop, it

will have great difficulty surviving against

the popular, commercial and fashionable, in

which so many operatives have their

interests. But change is here.

On the way home it rains. The dry season is

ending.



Nicholas Mukomberanwa,
Landslide, 50cm x 75cm,

springstone

Inheritors may
simply preserve their legacy,

throw it in the dustbin,

or use it in some constructive way

1
o

uestions of inheritance

The Zimbabwe Heritage Exhibition at the National Gallery is the major art event of the year, an indicator of the health

or otherwise of our art scene. One thing the Heritage Exhibition does do is generate a storm of contention, criticism

and opinion on the state of art in Zimbabwe. Below is a selection of comments from many different people express-

ing their individual response to this year's exhibition.

o
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"Painting should blow people 's minds. You should always be

excited about it. During the selection Ifound that I did

respond to certain pieces like that, and I liad then to sit buck

and think about it and try and dig deep into my thought and

the things I've seen and the things I think are important in

terms ofperception and philosophy... and say to the others this

is why this sculpture or painting is so very important... to open

new vistas. People who like art will find that a painting is an

important happening to them... and that is what we were

looking for here. I want to feel something happening.

"

"People say that there were 3000 pieces but you only chose

220... it's like they think we were waiting with machetes! It

doesn 't work like that. We chose workfor people to look at.
"

"Eurocentrism is the driving force behind most art production

in Zimbabwe today. Because of overseas and local dealers

who export huge numbers ofmediocre works and the incresase

in tourism, many artists produce only to sell and we get

copying and mass-production. As selectors we spoke of the

needfor artists to investigate mythology, innerfeelings,

spiritual beliefs, social concerns in order to create from within

themselves rather titan for external, commercial reasons.
"

"Each single piece was examined on its own merit, an

enormous task, and many pieces were revisited many times.

We tried as a panel to look for common elements m groupings

of works after we liad winnowed out many pieces. Having

discussed and examined these common elements at length, we

eventually selected what we considered to be the best

e.xamplars.
"

"As selectors we adopted a 'lean and mean ' approach,

focussing on the calibre oftlie work and rejecting large

quantities of batiks and second-rate stone work. To be

accepted must be seen as an honour to aspire to, something

that transcends prize money or the assurance ofgoing into

someone's collection or attracting better prices.
"

"The judging was very fair The localjudges are people

who understand better what is liappening in Zimbabwean

culture.

"

"I thought the exhibition was much better than previous

years, much better than last year, even the catalogue. The

standard of the pieces last year was much lower, painting

and sculpture. They did a goodjob of the selection.
"

"I do not doubt for a minute that the selectors did all they

could with the work submitted to them and as far as I can

gather the general consensus is that this year 's Annual is the

best one we have hadfor some years. Most of the work is up

to 'standard'. No risks taken; no offence given; nothing that

will set \our teeth on edge. But why should artists be

expected to take risks? After all, not only is the Annual the

most prestigious event of the year but awards and monies

are involved! So there you are - another year, another show.

How many of these works will you rememberfive yearsfrom
now? Time is the ultimate selector

"
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"Our culture isfull of contradic-

tions and variety and the art reflects

this... all the different points of view

and different ways of looking at

things.
"

"It's like a church bazaar., some-

thing for everyone.
"

"Good things are squeezed in

betiveen a lol ofbad stuff.
"

"The exhibition is good because this

year I can see different works. It 's

not the same as before. Ifyou go

round, put your eyes on it. you can 't

see Mother and child. Mother and

child. Spirit of this. Spirit of that.

You see different titles. Last year

things were too much but this year

the exhibition is perfect. I think the

judges did a very good job.
"

"/ ihmk the exhibition this year is

good. Before when artists worked

together they were copying... so now
ifyou look at the sculptures here

they are all different. It was nice to

call the Zimbabwean judges

because the juristsfrom outside the

countiy didn 't know what was going

on. Tills year they took the outside

selectors into the shop and they

could see what was there and then

they would say we Itave seen what is

there and there is plenty ofsuch

type ofpieces, so they only put on

what was different.
"

"/ enjoyed the way the artists

received their prizes. It was good.

It was fun. I thought this is a

special place here not like any-

where else. And the way Rashid

hugged the President.

"I wanted to hug him three times

but I was worried about the

securit}' guard. I asked him very

politely. I said Sir. can I embrace

you?"

"It was good to hear the President

speak of universal things and no

racism after all the rubbish of the

lastfew weeks. I hope he 's going to

stick to that and not go back. It

was nice when he spokefrom his

heart, when he said that he liked art

because it helped him get away
from all the political worries,

before he started on the set speech

that had been written by someone

else with all the verbose sentences

and generalised eulogy.
"

"/ was impressed with Professor

Kahari's speech. It was not just the

general platitudes. I respect his

point of view, its very open. You

would have expected him to be

more nationalistic but il was quite

balanced.
"
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"/ was pretty impressed with the sculpture. After the Ziinsculpture workshop...

I'm so much more aware ofsculpture now. Exhibitions produced after work-

shops are much more e.xciting. Although some pieces are unfinished, the end
result is much more exciting.

"

"The development in sculpture seems to be heading more and more in the

direction of craftwork.
"

"Usually on the Heritage, there is a lot of stone sculpture with no particular

originality. Usually it 's packed with a lot of ugly stone sculpture and this time it 's

really well done. There was a lot of different media. For once the stone is not

the prominent material.

"

"The sculpture that was selected was genuine. Influences we accepted but

anything copied or with similarity to the formulated, stylised work in the shop
was out. The new generation are trying to break away and it was disappointing

not to see work by some of the innovative younger artists such as Keston Beaton

and Crispen Malakenya.

"Richard Jack (The Table's Tale j uses the pictorial plain and works on the

contrasts of the materials, the rough and the worked, the stone and the different

woods. The mirror-like Jinish is effective with its use of reflections.
"

"Landslide by Nicholas Mukoinheranwa convincingly demonstrates that it is not

decorative incision, but the logic of the cut which matters to stone sculpture. A
thoughtful distribution ofplanes re-articulates the mass ofstone and reveals a

truly manellous exposure ofa fault line in the 'head'— which both suggests and

witholds an image offace or bird beak, and which, from one angle completes the

profile ofa 'shoulder' behind. IfMukomberanwa has risen to the challenge of

simplifying his work, he hasn 't gonefar enough. The smooth trench of the neck

— less a saw cut than a demonstration that the two pieces have not been glued

together— and the carefully chiselled edges — which mute the shape of the rock

— are still too 'finished'. Despite and because of his mastery Mukomberanwa
articulates a dilemma faced by most stone caiiers in Zimbabwe: the desire to

sell IS amplified byfear, fear of letting a rock be what it is, before it is made to

represent something else, stylised andfinished as art.

Thomas Mukarombwa 's approach and method could not be more different,

breathing life into stone by gentle subtraction and sensitive modulation of

suifaces, allowing bodies to emerge through the skin of stone. Mukarombwa
remains a compassionate obsener, a dreamer, evoking the pathos of beings

struggling towards consciousness in a world beyond comprehension or control of

will.

Arthur Azevedo is the undisputed master ofa now well-established genre. In

both Cow and Crow, he assembles and welds his steelfragments like

brushstrokes, with the same apparent ease and naturalism of his pen and ink

drawings. Yet his convincing demonstration of skill leaves little further to the

imagination.

As distinctfrom the recycling ofscrap, Adam Madebe (Quartet) stages an

expensive transformation of virginal stainless steel into an awkward grouping of

exhaust mufflers, profited no doubt by allusion to church choir and organ pipes.

However the addition ofopen-mouthed cartoon faces is too much to bear— and

despite their vocal effort, completes a monumental ensemble which is both

pompous and inert.

The liveliest interest in the sculpture section is the scrap metal work. Hariy

Mutasa 's Graduate Acrobat and Elephant in Quicksand isee Contents page) with

its exhaust pipe trunk, are star peiformers. With concise and inventive use of

steel scrap, Martin Mushonga convincingly dissimulates the character ofa

Chameleon. Tapiwa Chapo's Pub Dancer awkwardly gesticulates like an ostrich

at a urinal. Its humour shames the elegant crafted piece by Stanford Derere

whose work has become almost too smooth and collectable.

Zimbabwe 's ostrich industry may be in crisis but ostrich breeding is doing a little

too well in the art world! As soon as a rock becomes a bird, a whole fiock of

look-alikes appears. Much of the welded metal on show threatens to follow stone

in another version of the fiying-ducks-ahove-the-manlelpiece syndrome, an

industry with little qualilative claim to art.
"
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"Haven 'l I seen that one before ?
"

"Painting in Zimbabwe has a long local Iradilion of
unchallenging pleasantness. Loose gestural brushinarks,

muted colour and surface texture veil the inanity of subject

matter without content. There is a creeping fashionable tide

for painting figures without faces. After all it is much easier

to paint a back view tlian it is to tackle the complexities of the

human face.
"

(Helen Lieros, Alphabet) "This is an e.xample of collage

really working. The various pieces ofpaper are jitxtaposed to

create a sense ofdepth and distance. There is energy and
subtlety in the pen strokes which together with a limited

range of colour, the artist uses to evoke light and shadow and
to express a strong sense ofmood.

"

(Simon Back, Herder II j "The artist evokes man in the

landscape, as part of the land. He presents the viewer with

ambiguity as the figure turns into the landscape and land-

scape into figure, the head becomes the mountain, and the

cattle walk across his chest and arms, close to his heart. The
blue ties it all together. His line, his brushstroke is free and
full of energy. The size of the canvas itself indicates his

•fl
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came closer and closer and they cut off his head, and

the head went tumbling down and it was still praying.

And they made him a martyr Then I came across

some Indian music, songs about The Red Falcon, and

I thought. Hey I must do a painting to this music.

The music is fantastic.

(Thakor Patel, Dambudzo Marechera) "A new

departurefor Thakor, using words. It's interesting, so

much art overseas uses text as part of the conception,

good to see someone here using it. The design is

good and the idea is interesting. It 's a very crafted

texture, but then the danger of what happens when

you put the brush stroke on top and then making the

next brush stroke fit in.

(Tackson Muvezwa, Apollo II) "The painting is

anonymous. The artist's autodidact manner, sponta-

neous brushstrokes and possible irregularity of

composition do not distract. Unlike many other

works on this exhibition where social scenes of

everyday life prevail, this work poses a myth. On the

surface it illustrates a little more that what the title

says. Has Apollo broken his nose? Does he fly in the

heaven surrounded by birdsfrom Africa? Is this

Apollo a white man 's god or spirit? This painting

cannot be explained by its title or interpreted in any

simple way. It provokes the imagination. Like L'art

brut, this work portrays an eidetic image. Itforces

the spectator to look, to communicate a feeling and

discern the meaning of this myth.

"

"Two paintings, for me, each in a very different style

from the other, have more to offer than most of the

paintings on the exhibition. They joyously indulge in

self-sufficient colour and they are about life and its

pleasures. The bar-room green, jazz pink, and

electric yellow in Marvellous Mangena 's Inspiration

from a Bass Player, sing the fifties music of the sax,

piano and drums, while sharp-edged plastic pink,

purple and acidic blue thump a mind-numbing

nineties beat in George Churu 's Party Celebratioa

Although Mangena's style is heightened realism and

Churu s is flattened abstraction, both paintings are

well-crafted. What a relief it is to discover them

among the blacks, browns, greys, designer smudges,

wild scumbles, deathly drips and bathos of the more

fashionable pseudo-angst.

(George Churu, Party Celebration) "Of the young

black painters, he is one who has broken awayfrom

the naturalistic, using semi abstractforms enlivened

by symbols ofcontemporary daily life, numbers,

adverts, modern textiles, to do with urban life now,

more interesting than the traditional scenes, village

scenes, market scenes which could almost be any

century. Perhaps he is pointing in a new direction ?
"

"I've got a soft spot for Thomas Mu 's work. Sit

Down and Feel works well e.xceplfor the large figure.

It would be more effective with just the tree and the

.small figure I think they 're sort of wonderful but

ihex are not quite successful as painting yet. It 's like

they're the beginnings ofa potentially marvellous

painting.

"

(ShepluirdMahufe, Music with Drama) "It's

wonderful. God what potential. He 's really working,

trying out new stuff.

"lam very ambivalent about the realistic painting...

there is nothing of the artist in it. Another realistic

artist could paint exactly the same painting. I am
looking for the artist's own unique vision of the scene

not a reproduction.

"

y|>^

Tackson Muvezwa,
ApoWo 11,

1994, 90cm x 178cm, oil



George Churu,
Party Celebration,

1994, 104cni x 66cm, oil
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"Art is a sensor and a possibility to irritate, to disturb, to make people

think about the social scene and to understand themselves. Art could

raise its voice more loudly than we see here. Mugabe said he liked art

because it helped him toforget the political worries. Is that what art is

for., to make politiciansfeel happy?
"

"Much ofthe art here is on too simple a level. There is no deep thought

about the subject. For example, the painting of the street kids... that's

all it is... just some little children... even with smiling faces. There is no
honest thought about the complexity of their situation or the reality of
their lives... no emotion is expressed... just a pretty picture. It's too

simple.

"

"There is so much potential, raw talent and commitment... but it needs

discipline, questioning, criticism, education. The needfor an art school

with tough teachers is now becoming desperate. These young artists

must learn to assess their work, to take criticism. Not all the time

praise and awardsfor work that is mediocre and could be pushed much
further

"

"The artists have a role to play. They should support the Zim Heritage.

Maybe Zim Heritage needs a shake up. We need statements, continuity.

Not just one piece and it 'sfinished and start anotlier Artists need to

think about art. the wider issues, not just the single piece.

"

"This exhibition is to protect and develop Zimbabwe 's art heritage; to

identify, encourage and develop those artists who can go on and
develop even further

"

"// is very important that art is exposed, criticised, discussed. It is

crucial to our growth.
"
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"Despite the problems which confront us

in this third world country (materials,

presses etc) the artists in the graphics

section have produced works of interest,

translating their themes into fascinating,

images and subjects ofimportance to

human beings. Although the work is

generally small in scale, and regardless of
whether the sadza spoon or the rolling pin

was used in the process, the exploration of
media was exciting. In many instances

the meanings ofsymbolism, hidden in

mythology and culture, come to the

surface. The artist discovers, like the

archeologist, a historical inheritance and
translates it into a modem idiom.

"

"The ceramics section is very sad... where

are our potters? It's the one medium
which should beflooded with entries. It is

the oldest artform in Zimbabwe, so easy

to get clay and soflexible for expression

but no one is doing anything exciting. We
need some big ceramics, some experimen-

tal work, notjust the same old conven-

tionalforms.
"

"The textiles are very disappointing...

think of the wealth ofAfrican textiles but

this has no colour, form, texture... no

excitement.

"
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The catalogue is not as bad as the last fuo years but there

IS still too much on the President, the Minister, the Director,

the sponsors, the staffof the gallery etc. This is not the

annual report. The exhibition and the catalogue are about

the art. The art should come first with only a small space

for the other stuff. And they could do with a good designer

for the catalogue.

"

"As a collector. I was really disappointed because you had

to pay the full amount ifyou wanted to buy a piece on the

day, you couldn V even put a deposit. You couldn V put a red

sticker and come back later I wanted to buy a painting and

I didn 't liave enough. I said I could pay halfand they said

no you must pay all now. 1 was very upset. This is too

much, it 's a very big discrimination.
"

"The problem is that the artists want us to pay them

immediately. We pay the artists the first week of the month.

So we ask you to pay in full amount so that we can pay the

artists. Some purchasers in the past didn 't come to pay up

after eight months or a year So how can we pay the

artists? The day of the opening there is no reserve. After

the opening you can resen'efor up to 24 hours.
"

"Some work is badly hung. Look at the way this is

displayed... the light fitting above and the light switch

cutting the frame and the sculpture right in front of it so you

can 't see it alone. And so much of the sculpture jammed

against the wall so you can 't see itfrom all sides. And the

sculpture on the floor is placed in such a boring way, plonk,

plonk.
"

"Is It necessary to have the Heritage every year? Why not

have it every four years so that there is a more dynamic

selection. Or if there are only a few good things, have it

much smaller
"

"The Gallery should go back to calling it the Annual. Get rid

of all the Inpc and pomp. If should just be the best of the year

Let history and the future decide what is worth taking note of

and learning from... though maybe by looking at a lot of this

work yoimg artists can see wliat not to do, what to fight

against!

"

"Does the award system encourage young artists to be more

innovative, or does it reinforce emulation, leading to stale,

stylised imitation ofprevious award winners?"

"The Gallery has got to change its image. Zim Heritage has

got to encourage and attract artists, to persuade them to enter

only their best, to keep their bestfor Zim Heritage. The

gallery has become a bit tired and there is very littlefor

serious artists, if they go there, they don 'tfind anything of

excitement. For many artists if they liaven V exhibited there it

doesn V matter to them. In the past the artists liave been

alienatedfrom the Gallery, things have got to change. When

you talk about wliat could liave been done, you liave to ask

yourself ifyou have contributed as much as you can.

"The system of invited artists is suspect... ifyou are an artist...

wliat criteria is used... ifyou are not invited... why should you

enter ifyour work is of top calibre? Who is not invited? Who
is the selected artist? Artists don 't understand wliat the

process is.

"

"The Heritage has a terminal illness brought about by too

much hype about too little real commitment to art. Prize

money, when it is spread so thinly over such a large field of

prizewinners effectively negates its incentive: and highly

commended certificates are, frankly, patronising.
"

"Winning a prize has no effect on my work but I was very, very

happy. Next year I'tn going to do better than that.
"

Marvellous Mangena,
Inspiration from a

Bass Player, 1994,

88cm X 50cm, enamel



Michiel Dolk,

a Dutch/Australian artist

recently exhibited

installation work,

Marbles — Lost for life,

at Gallery Delta.

In this interview with

Barbara Murray,

Michiel talks about
some of the concepts

that inform his work.
Michiel Doll<, Lecterns, 1994, wood and marble
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BM: Installation art is not something we see much of in Zimbabwe.

Can you define installation art?

BM: Is this the first work that you haven't physically been the

producer of?

MD: It is difficult to generalise and impossible to define installation

in terms of any essential combination of elements because it is an

open-ended series of relationships and media. So you can"t say

installation is this or is not this, because it's a series of working

parameters which often extend between and across different art

forms. Generally it seeks to break down the idea of art as a discrete

and self-sufficient object, by making one aware of the space and

context which objects inhabit. The idea of a perambulatory space is

often important in installation work; the idea of the mobilisation of

the viewer through the space, and of how you can intervene in an

architectural space to create a new awareness, sometimes a self-

conscious awarenesss, of your own relationship to space.

BM: How would you specifically relate these concerns to your

recent exhibition?

MD: My work for the Delta exhibition was different from my usual

site-specific approach in which the work only exists for the duration

of the exhibition and is therefore not saleable or transferable to a

different space or context. Even though this work wasn't really

generated within the space, I did conceive the work in terms of how I

remembered the space and context of Gallery Delta. What is very

important to me is how the objects relate to the architectural frame.

What became important with the Lecterns piece was, since the

gallery is very axial, to use that axis and at the same time empty the

whole space around it, so that the viewer is encouraged to walk

round and explore different aspects of the particular sequence. As an

indivisible sequence of five objects, Lecterns displaces attention

from the singular object in terms of the multiple. And the multiple

relates through sequence to seriality or repetition, which are both

architecural and industrial in character. So the work was conceived

both in terms of the exhibition space and the whole process of its

production, that is, the factory system. The formal, technical

possibilities of what I could do with the marble were very much

constrained by the nature of the industnal production process.

BM: Is the industrial process an important part of the form that the

work takes?

MD: Absolutely, and that presumes, not just a distancing from

manual expression in terms of one's relationship to material, that

trace of the hand, but also a distancing in terms of a division of

labour between the conception or design and the process of its

production, which is in turn subject to a further division of labour.

In this particular work I was involved thoughout the whole process

of production. After selecting, framing and editing the material, this

was just a matter of supervision, ensuring quality control.

MD: No, not at all. In a funny way I have been more directly

involved in the production of this work than with my other work.

These are very much "assisted readymades", to use Duchamp's

terminology, not actual readymades, in that I didn't simply come

across these objects readymade. In many other works I have simply

worked with objects purchased off the supermarket shelves.

In this case 1 had to choose the particular marble, the format, the

cutting... even though the tombstone format is still known to the

stonemasons, the books went out of production some time ago...

uneconomic ...even as art-objects! But both the choice of material

and factory production method wefc as much determined by the fact

that I don't have a studio or tools in Maputo.

BM: Is that separation between the conceiver and the maker

important?

MD: Well, the question is also, who is the maker? Is the maker the

designer? or the one who wields the cutting saw? Or, for that

matter, is it nature? It comes back to this notion of the readymade.

With these assisted readymades, even though I'm taking a generic

type like a tombstone, I am involved in the redesign of that type, and

in the selection of the kind of marble for the making of that object,

as a kind of designer, which is different from a purely conceptual

removal from even the design or look of the object.

BM: Can the artist remove himself from the design of the work?

MD: Well yes through the readymade, where, for instance, you

literally purchase the object off the shelf— a chance encounter, or as

Duchamp would have called it a "rendez-vous" between the artist

and object, where the object is a readymade configuration, which

simply in terms of its placement, through the context of its presenta-

tion, its re - presentation, may acquire the status of art. But I

suppose the problem today is that the readymade has been swal-

lowed by the whole post-modem game of consumption, with the

artist as glorified shopper. 1 hope the marbles have a different

character even if derived from the readymade in two distinct ways:

on the one hand, the readymade character of the image as produced

by nature— a substitute for painting— and, on the other hand, the

readymade character of the object form derived from the tombstone,

book and lectern.

BM: Are you trying to create a particular kind of response?

MD: I'm not trying to provoke any particular viewer response.

Viewers determine their own responses to objects, but you can

manipulate, you can do certain things which differ from other things

14frame?
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wiihin a given context. Absence is as significant as presence. If the

gallery's got no paintings on the wall it makes people relate to the

space in a different way. In this case the objects are neither conven-

tional paintings nor sculptures, neither books nor tombstones. There

are all kinds of permutations you can play with to change percep-

tions of what's going on, to create a kind of uncertainty about what it

is you're looking at, so that you can see it in a new way.

BM: Why did you place the one piece, Poslscnpt. on the tloor?

Michiel Dolk,

Postscript,

1994, marble

like computer command lingo, the new bible, "Escape Clear

Window Save" etc.

BM: Are you not drawn to eternal truths?

MD: If there are eternal truths, they are panicular momentary
revelations, they're sort of evanescent, they're glimpses. I must say

1 was drawn to marble and its memorial character, its rhetoric of

permanence. When you look at the grain in the marble it's just like

MD; Having the piece on the floor emphasises the tombstone

quality, but what motivated my decision to leave that piece on the

floor was that the seven books all derive from one slab of marble

with a particular diagonal grain within it which suggested a kind of

aerial view... perhaps a stretch of coastline. So the position of the

viewer in looking down on the work became important. The

diagonal character of the grain naturally relates to the idea of a

comer and a diagonal position on the floor In sequence the grain

also relates to the whole idea of reading from left to right, which

unlike text is of course reversible. Instead of turning the page, you

go from one book to the next. So that determines how the viewer is

led through the work.

BM: Three of the pieces are frontal, even the Lecterns you don't

really walk behind.

MD: Yes, in fact the rear of the Lecterns is only visible if they are

elevated. The rear of that piece is to me a very compelling vantage

point because of the grain which, like an enlarged black and white

photograph, is almost an unacknowledged book cover. 1 thought of

having the rear on view as you entered the gallery so you had to

walk round. But I decided in the end to stick with the front of the

books, so that you're walking in as a reader rather than as someone

being read to.

BM: In your introduction you suggest the reader imagines his own
inscription or text in the books. Why are there no words?

MD: Inscriptions are overcome by the weight of marble. When fixed

rather than imagined or spoken, words become heavy as if loaded

with universal and immutable significance. "In memory of.." - and

in the titles of course I did fall into "homage to so and so" - it's so

funereal and I wanted to avoid the obvious tombstone register... or

for that matter, the biblical. I hate the portentous aura of eternal

truths. The only register of words I think could work is electronic

the way a Chinese calligrapher tries to conjure up a cloud. That to

me is much more interesting than this heavy inscription... "In the

begirming... the Word..."

BM: Where does the marble come from?

MD: Well it's Mozambican marble, mined in Montepuez near

Pemba in Cabo Delgado. That's why I called one of the pieces

Cabo Delgado. partly because that grey sequence in the white frame

very strongly suggested a rocky seascape, and since I'd recently

visited Cabo Delgado itself the northernmost point of Mozambique
which has a lighthouse with the sea crashing on the rocks below, it

seemed to be a suitable title referring both to the location of the

material and also to the landscape of that area. What I like about the

quality of the marble is the extent to which it is like nature represent-

ing itself an illusion of itself You know there's this specious

argument, yet interesting, that the origin of art, of mimesis, is to be

found in nature; camouflage for instance, the chameleon, or even

the lyre-bird imitating the call of other species. It's not a theological

argument, but then neither is it Darwinist.

BM: You bring a lot of deliberate thought and allusions to your

work. What other references are there in these works? Are there any

related to Afnca in particular?

MD: Whether intentional or not, references are a matter of interpre-

tation, potentially endless. These pieces are not African in character

or at least they do not relate to any particular African tradition of

design, but they do exploit the ambiguity found in Afncan cultural

traditions between art, function and ritual, in relation to burial for

instance, refemng to that indivisibility of the aesthetic, sacred and

profane. Another point of reference is a classical tradition, not just

in the choice of material, but formally, in the logic of repetition,

sequence and order. But the question of the exposure of the grain

relates more to Japanese aesthetics, for instance, that beauty lies in
15



Below: Michiel Dolk,

Cabo Delgado,

1994, marble

the presentation of the truth of the grain, and in that sense, the work

relates to a kind of Japanese garden architecure, to a contemplative

ordering of nature. If you look at Chinese or Japanese calligraphic

painting, the way the image is composed... with an active, interac-

tion of air, water... rocks wrapped in clouds. You can almost

imagine that's how the stone came to be formed. There's something

in this How, and in the sense that the liquid material is, in the

permanency of the marble, stopped, already frozen as image and

gesture. Simply revealing the stone becomes an ironic comment, a

critique of painting.

BM: What do you mean it's a critique of painting?

MD: All my installation work is a continual interrogation of the

problems of making a painting. But it's never a painting. It's about

the impossibility of painting. I mean, why make a painting after all?

For me the very idea of now making a gesture, or anything embody-

ing my own gesture, with paint, on a piece of canvas, is a total

impossibility.

BM: So you take what you find and use that.

MD: Well It's like I find gestures elsewhere. For instance, I did a

whole series of pieces based on fragments of tyres. You know when

tyres become unthreaded, you see the pieces lying on the road.

Some of them are incredibly gestural. The force that tears them

apart is gestural. I collected a whole pile of them when I used to

travel between Sydney and Canberra and then did this gigantic

MD: Some of them looked reptilian, but they resolved themselves as

both landscapes and figures. By shoving them onto the wall you do

end up with an ironic form of landscape painting, in the same way as

these marbles are. I wanted to show the marbles in Zimbabwe
because there's this strong colonial tradition of landscape painting

here, as well as the local tradition in stone. So it's like I'm doing

something in stone which is a displacement from the idea of

sculpture and I'm doing something with the image which is a

displacement from the idea of landscape painting. I don't want to

overdo the cntical function of the marbles, but they cross both

landscape painting and stone sculpture and perhaps question both

because they're noi paintings and they're not sculpture.

BM: What other sort of work have you done?

MD: There are continuous threads through my work, but I'm very

inconsistent, on principle, because I need to re-invent continually

what it is that I'm doing. So it's like avoiding the trap of a signature

style as well. As soon as it becomes too apparent to me that

something is mine, something belonging to me, then I need to deny

it and do something which is not me. Art is a matter of being aware

of possibilities in a given context... what is this space? who is

looking at it? It's like you're trying to place yourself somewhere in

a particular location, a particular culture, a particular environment,

and you try and deal with that, and then what comes out of that

interaction inevitably has you in it. But that's the last thing I think

about rather than "oh here, you'll recognise me. I'm still the same"

which unfortunately I probably am.

mural where I literally used these tyre fragments as readymades,

like brushstrokes, a bit like the grain in the marble. These

brushstrokes weren't made by me, I just discovered and collected

them and then by suspending or letting them fall in a certain way,

used their expressiveness as a material surrogate for painting. It's

incredibly strong, much more forceful than any gesture I could

make.

BM: Did the tyre works also resolve themselves into landscape

forms?

BM: In the introductory sentence of the catalogue you describe

yourself as a "lapsed painter". Is this a primary identification?

MD: It's a sort of ironic self description w hich relates back to the

fact that, directly or indirectly, a lot of my installation work is still

derived from the problematics of painting and of the pictorial, and of

the relationship of the pictorial to the architectural. Painting since

the mid 1 9th century has been dogged by the logic of the industrial,

the logic of industrial replication and repetition through primarily the

advancement of photographic representation, and has foregrounded



the activity of painting itself, that is, of mark making, as its own

domain of legitimate expression. But there were still many other

problems, of the possibilities of art, of the conditions of the pictorial,

or of the limits of painting and of representation, which can be

addressed in forms and media other than painting... other than the

smell of oil on canvas... however intoxicating.

BM: The word lapsed to me implies a return?

MD: Yeah well that's left there, sort of dangling. It's true, to some

extent. To date it's been relatively impossible... well not impossi-

ble... What has interested me is the problematic of the frame. In

terms of the logic of what can happen within the frame of painting,

art seems to have historically exhausted itself as anything other than

a craft, or therapeutic activity. I will never deny the pleasure of

painting, nor its difficulty. But the possibility of innovation, or the

possiblity of generating new ideas or content through what happens

within the frame, seems exhausted, irrecoverable. Of course,

whether you're painting or not, art is, in a sense, playing in the ashes

of history. But then there is that imagined possibility... outside the

conventional freune of painting or sculpture... imagine taking that

frame elsewhere. In that sense, when I talk about landscape

painting, in the tyres for instance, it is about taking that frame with

you, relocating it within and without you, and rather than making a

painting, just finding these surrogates for painting, that re-

problematise the question of what art is. Because you can't ask the

question "what is art" through making a painting anymore. You

have to look at the relationship and the historical character of other

media. You shouldn't take painting as the natural, eternal, immemo-

rial, universal, frame for the unfolding of something called art. If

it's a question of image making, why can't art happen on computer

screens? Why does it have to happen in a medium called painting?

BM: But can computer screens be beautiful? Can they move the

viewer in the same way as a painting?

MD: However much you bang your mouse, computers don't have

the immediate physical, tactile dimension. As information proces-

sors or mediators, they don't have that sort of immediacy. There is a

certain materiality to painting as well, which has its own specificity

and its own history of emotion and meaning, and I don't want to

invalidate that. But it's for my love or respect for painting, that I'm

looking for other boundaries. A lapsed painter does imply a

potential return. So much of it is premised on a particular view of

history, of what precisely has exhausted itself, and what has not

exhausted itself. And you can be locked into a kind of historical

determinism, the historical notion of the avant-garde and the end of

painting. That sense of the end of painting has been continually

posed since the end of the 19th century. But however much we've

modernised since, that endless demand for and absurd privilege of

painting continues.

BM: Probably earUer too. Were there not certain stages of every

period of art where it seemed Uke everything had been done?

MD: Sure you get a certain cyclical process of renewal, not just

cyclical but also of processes, of techniques, ways of imaging,

envisioning, imagining. For nothing is as irreversible as the effect

of the industrial and communication revolutions on what we might

imagine culture to be. I know that since the 60s we've lost that

heroic tradition of the avant-garde, and that adventurous sense of

decisive breaks into the new. However much an irritant, the avant-

garde was also compHcit with the logic of modernisation and

cultural commodification. But given this loss, where today is there

space for the critical function of cultural practices? Only theory in

academia seems to maintain the fiction of critique. It's in this

context that 1 call myself a lapsed painter, implying the possibility of

semi-graceful resignation to the way things are. But whenever I

think myself painting, I always think in terms of a domain which,

other than the making of a good painting, doesn't pose any funda-

mental questions beyond that. It means accepting the given frame

and working within that frame.

BM; When did you stop painting?

MD; Painting is something I've always adopted and rejected. But I

suppose that even while rejecting, my obsession has always been

painting. It's partly an academic obsession, the history of painting.

And then the feeling of whether I could do something within that

history or not. I've never been a painter in the sense of painters are

painters. So I'm not a bom painter. I wasn't sort of, you know, bom
with a brush-tail or paint in my veins... or to quote Duchamp " stupid

as a painter" . I can't even claim a signature for myself within

painting... which I'm very pleased about. Ad Rheinhardt once said

that scupture was something you bumped into when standing back

from a painting. I suppose that in walking back, looking at and

thinking about painting, I bumped into the object and stumbled into

"installation".

BM Is that part of your need to be inconsistent?

MD: 1 need to have different reference points within the media I'm

working in. So I'm not a marble mason, and why should I be only a

marble mason or only a painter... or a basket weaver or computer

video artist, or whatever. There's that whole thing about media. You

can learn certain skills and use them according to the ideas and

sensations you're able to generate or realise through them. It's

terrible if the social division of labour programs your life in ad-

vance... in a linear narrative with a beginning, middle and end... a

bloody boring life! I know, even for the artist, it is a luxury to refuse

the role of specialist... a threat to career prospects, security and

retirement benefits. But for me, commitment to notions of estrange-

ment and displacement are much more interesting... continually

displacing yourself, re-inventing yourself, in terms of different

situations, media and ideas... discovering your limits and whatever

ruins of identity you call yourself.
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Stephen Williams writes about culture and politics in Bulawayo
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The dominant topographical feature of Bulawayo is flatness, its landscape

monopolised by a horizon so low and heavens so vast and blue that the city is

sometimes referred to as Skies. By the end of winter, when not a drop of rain has

fallen for up to eight months, Matabeleland is parched, small, stunted thorn scrub

standing black and leafless against a backdrop of dusty earth and still yellow

grass.

The arid natu.e of Bulawayo is particularly striking in comparison to the verdant

surrounds and tall trees of Harare. These trees in turn mirror the ever-increasing

canyonisation of downtown Harare which seems to have new buildings being

erected on every other block. Visitors from the provinces can be under no

illusion that this is where the country's wealth and power are centred.

For political and other reasons, particularly since independence, Bulawayo has

been left relatively undeveloped. The topographical symbolism alluded to above

extends beyond the relative dearth of new buildings to encompass the stagnation

of Bulawayo's once vibrant economic infrastructure and the highest unemploy-

ment figures in the country. TTie drying up of water resources which followed

the epic 1992 drought threatened to turn Bulawayo into a ghost town.

As the country's second city, Bulawayo has historically always reacted against

the hegemony of the capital. The development of Bulawayo as the centre of

industrial expansion in the 40s and 50s brought about the formation of workers

unions by men such as Masoja Ndlovu and Benjamin Burombo. The massive

Railway Strike of 1945 and the General Strike of 1948 gave expression to the

emergence of radical working class politics and signalled a new challenge to the

colonial administration in Salisbury.

Bulawayo's high density western suburbs flow directly on from the city centre

making the one city concept more of a reality than in Harare where townships

were conceived by colonial planners more like bantustans and situated far away
from white residential areas. Long before independence a community services

network was established by the Bulawayo City Council in the former townships

which remains the envy of other councils today. A tour of Pelendaba, Mpopoma,
Makokoba and Mzilikazi confirms the pivotal role that culture commands in the

eyes of the Council. Institutions such as the Mzilikazi Art and Craft Centre and

Bulawayo Home Industries continue to play an invaluable social and cultural

role three decades on, and more recent initiatives are also in evidence. Buhlaluse

is an amalgam of two craft co-operatives formed with assistance from the

Council. The 'Flame Giris' and 'Marigold' comprise 38 women who produce

bead work items in traditional Ndebele and modem idioms in a venture which is

not only culturally regenerative but also provides a living for co-operanls.

Political struggle between ZAPU and ZANU during the early years of independ-

ence found cultural expression in 1985 with the controversy which surrounded

Adam Madebe's welded metal sculpture Looking lo the Future. Earlier that year

a competition had been organised in Bulawayo to encourage local sculptors to

produce public art to replace the colonial statues and monuments removed at

independence but which had never been substituted with anything more in

keeping with the new nation's ideology.

Madebe's imposing five metre nude male form won first prize in the competition

but immediately sparked off a furore with battle lines drawn between traditional-

ist and modernist camps. Inevitably in those heady days, politics was never far

from the surface and when the then Minister of Local Government intervened

and ordered the sculpture removed, opinion quickly shifted with even the

conservative traditionalists' camp coming to the defence of artistic freedom.

At one point during the ongoing tussle the sculpture's offending parts were

vandalised with spray paint

which when cleaned up were

conspicuously shiny in relation

to the rest of the tall rusted

figure. This development

afforded an even greater

sensation in the eyes of the

crowds who came from afar to

peer up at the infamous figure.

Looking to the Future was

eventually removed under cover

of darkness by men from the

Ministry of Public Works and

confined to the store room of the

old Bulawayo Art Gallery.

During those years of

Gukurahundi, Looking to the

Future came to symbolise the

political struggle being waged

between ZAPU and the ZANU
dominated government in

Harare. Never before or since in

the life of this nation has a work

of art caused such an uproar or

been afforded such attention.

People in Bulawayo began to

question the essence of their

culture and to consider issues

such as the limits of artistic

expression and freedom.

Mischievously, at the height of

the controversy, the late Head of

the Bulawayo Art Gallery, Ms
Margery Locke, placed Gillian

Kaufman's life-sized, nude

bronze sculpture of the

Bulawayo bom dancer Gary

Bums on public view in the

centre of the gallery. Word soon

spread that there was another

male nude just across the road

from Looking to the Future.

Attendance figures soared at the

Bulawayo Art Gallery.

Happily in the new spirit of unity

and glasnosl Looking to the

Future is once again on public

display. The sculpture is the

dominant feature in the courtyard

of the new National Gallery

Bulawayo, even if his view of

the future is now somewhat

symbolically distorted by his

enforced gaze down the sanitary

lane which divides the gallery

from the Reserve Bank.



If a litile bemused. Madebe is

largely unaffected by the

notoriety which accompanied

the uproar. As a sign of the

changed times, his status shifted

from infamous to famous when

the highest visual art accolade in

the country, the Presidential

Award of Honour, was conferred

on him at the 1994 Zimbabwe

Heritage Exhibition, for amongst

other things, 'consistent

excellence in the art world'.

For some time now, Madebe has

been working independently of

the Mzilikazi Art and Craft

Centre where Looking to the

Future was conceived and where

Madebe worked as a sculpture

instructor. Madebe has set up a

studio in a warehouse near the

Renkini bus terminal where his

production centres around the

human (although now mostly

female) form. His beautifully

contra postured figures are still

constructed around a modelled

clay armature but Madebe has

moved away from the painstak-

ing process of welding together

the small stamped off-cuts that

charactensed his earlier work in

favour of larger pieces of lighter

sheet metal.

The new National Gallery

Bulawayo is situated in the

magnificently renovated

Edwardian period building

known as Douslin House. The

purpose-built structure affords

far more versatility and dignity

to the displayed art work than

was possible in the old gallery

located in a former municipal

market building. A major

problem attached to the new

gallery is that a lift designed to

transport people in wheelchairs

from the ground to upper floor

was cut at the last minute by the

head office in Harare. The shaft

is there but not the lift. The

upshot is that disabled people

are only able to visit the

downstairs gallery, approxi-

mately one third of the total

gallery space. In a country

where there are many disabled

persons, such a funding cut is a

genuine disgrace. The present

Mayor of Bulawayo, the

outspoken Joshua Malinga, is a

member of the Board of the

National Gallery Bulawayo and

is himself confined to a wheel-

chair. As such he is unable to

tour in a dignified, unaided

manner, an institution for which

he IS a trustee and which

represents one of the brightest

jewels in his city.

The previous Director of the

National Gallery, the late

Professor Cyril Rogers, demon-

strated a real interest in

Bulawayo and it was largely

through his efforts that money

was channeled into the renova-

tion of Douslin House. It is

sadly ironic that the two main

movers behind the project, he

and Margery Locke, never lived

to see It officially opened.

Marge died just days before the

official opening in March 1994.

Bulawayo waits to see what

policies the new Executive

Director m Harare, Professor

George Kahari, will initiate and

what this will mean for the

National Gallery Bulawayo.

It was good to see this year's

Pachipamwe International

Artists' Workshop held in

Shurugwe in September/October

getting some coverage on ZTV
news. The clip was, however,

badly edited and must have

made little sense to the average

viewer. The subsequent news

item about a tame gorilla in a

shopping mall in the USA
(courtesy CNN) received a much

longer and more cohesive time

slot. So much for promoting

indigenisation. What sort of

priorities do ZTV have anyway?

The Visual Artists' Association

of Bulawayo (VAAB) continues

to flourish and has recently

launched a rejuvenated newslet-

ter, Ubuciko! Today VAAB
stands as the only artists'

association in Zimbabwe and is

run by artists for artists.

Membership currently stands at

150 persons drawn from all parts

of the country. VAAB may be

contacted through the National

Gallery Bulawayo or PO Box

2101, Bulawayo.

Adam Madebe
and friends,

c. 1994
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Reviews of recent work
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Commissions are never easy and the Goethe

Institute added the constraints of size, shape

and inter-relationship of colour when it

asked three artists to create work for a

specific site within their new offices. Using

Gallery Delta as their base, the three artists

met, discussed, painted, criticised, altered,

until each individual artist's conception

worked in relation to the whole. Now the

three vertical canvases, set high up in the

Institute's library provide a thought-

provoking juxtaposition of cultures.

Adda Gelling, a painter from East Germany

currently living in Smbabwe, struggling to

come to terms with the violation she

experienced on her country's absorption by

West Germany, has created a painting filled

with European angst. Buildings and traffic

swirl in a turmoil of speed and technology.

Out of this maelstrom a single male figure

rises through a shroud of red, his injured

flesh exposed, his intense head shadowed.

Above him, a dark, foreboding sky of deep

ultramarine. The imaginary life of man in

the city is portrayed through broad slashes

and drips of paint which here convey

anguish, haste, violence.

Adda Gelling, Richard Jack, Luis Meque, Harare City Life, 1994, oil on canvas

Harare City Life,

The Goethe Institute,

September 1994

The central panel by Richard Jack forms a

complete contrast and reflects the white

Zimbabwean preoccupation with nature.

TTirough his harmonious use of the linking

colours and his careful application of paint,

the artist depicts his view: the city in Africa

where the bush and the panacea of nature are

never far away as opposed to Ceiling's city

in Europe from which man must struggle to

escape. A tree spans Jack's divided canvas:

on the left a jumble of material elements,

geometric forms in bright colours, human

heads, even a giraffe (Mukavisi woodlands

is within the city); on the right, a ploughed

field, abstracted green crop, a wide bottomed

peaceful rock in an open stretchof earth

receding to a naturalistic horizon with blue

sky and sunlight. The paint here is smooth,

controlled, calm. The city is seen in its

material forms, more-or-less harmonised

with nature, an optimistic viewpoint.

The third canvas by Luis Meque takes as its

central motif social interaction - the human

side of city life. Two large figures, talking

together, dressed in cheerful if shabby

clothes, dominate the scene. The buildings

recede into the distance merely a backdrop

for the people whose ordinary lives and

conditions are the important consideration in

this black African viewpoint. Human
contact is stronger than the city's alienating

forces. Drips and broad brush strokes are

used by this artist to convey the poverty but

humanness of street life.

The Goethe Institute, which aims to

encourage cultural exchange, here presents

us with three contrasting cultural views in

these paintings, Harare City Life. As the

Director of the Institute said in his unveiling

speech, "Zimbabwe, torn between a U-adition

which is partly lost and modem western

influence... has to find its own way."

Discussion of the differences and points of

contact between cultures must be radical and

honest if we are to gain insight and under-

standing "from which a new cultural

prospect can emerge". These three canvases

make an interesting starting point. BM



Steve Pratt, Sandro's Gallery,

October 1994

Steve Pratt is not an artist who sits in his

studio and thinks about Africa. Pratt is a

farmer Hving close to the land and passion-

ate about the bush. His painting is moti-

vated by his fervour and his imagination.

Arching is a seductively quiet piece, a male

torso, which through sensitive carving of the

bone structure beneath the black serpentine

skin creates a subtle play of light and

shadow on the smooth surface. Both works

reveal Jack's continuing preoccupation with

youth and beauty in the human body. MMn
His training was in Grahamstown where

students were taught to learn from nauire, to

heighten their perceptions and trust their gut

reactions. These influences show in Pratt's

mature work despite his reputation as a

rebel. He works both in acrylics and in oils.

There was a variety of work on display

ranging from small but vibrant landscapes to

large splattered, brooding canvases, notably

his triptych of Sinamatella which captures

the grey bush and the slow dry river which

has carved its path into the sand.

In strong contrast were figure paintings of

surrealist quality. For this observer it was

the small simple landscapes that left a

lasting impression. I was not sure about the

'messages' contained in some of the larger

works, a very difficult thing to do. I wanted

to remove his unexpected figures, poachers

in camouflage in one instance, men chop-

ping down trees in another. They were an

irritant on an otherwise pristine land.

Perversely, therein lies the strength of the

message.

The surreal works were both entertaining

and baffling. As someone who struggles

with colour and tonal contrast, I was

impressed by Pratt's control, variety and

daring. The only thing I would wish for

would be greater spontaneity in his applica-

tion of paint. Loosen up! Wouldn't we all

like to! PMB

Richard Jack, Two directions with

three mediums. Gallery Delta,

October 1994

The juxtaposition of stone, steel, wood, wool

and reeds exposed in 22 sculptures by

Richard Jack brings to our attention the

tensions and harmonies inherent in combina-

tions. Yet the strongest work on this

exhibition was that in only one material,

stone, where the artist has used his chisel to

create contrasts in order to evoke our

response. The power of the large marble

Youth lies in the counterposition of the

slender, sparkling white body against the

rough, brown, uncarved base from which it

rises. The shoulders gracefully echo the

slope and curve of the hip creating move-

ment and energy which is opposed by the

solid heavy base.

Richard Jack, Youth

Pero Rajkovic, Paintings and oil

pastels, Gallery Delta, October

1994
Pero Rajkovic's paintings portray a joyous

surrender to the powers of nature. His

vibrant brushstrokes animate the vegetation

and are related to a dynamic calligraphy, and

in a way employ distortion in order to

intensify the viewer's awareness of pictorial

space. Arcs that seem arbitrary, either

spaning the foreground or sky, launch a

spatial thrust which vibrates the curvature of

the horizon. These works try to obliterate

the wars, famine, disease, which we have

inflicted upon ourselves - and pay tribute to

Mother Earth and her power. HL

Pero Rajkovic, The Gate

forthcoming

exhibitions

and events
Work from the ZimSculpture

(Pachipamwe) Workshop will be

exhibited at the Alliance Francaise from

December 6th to January 6th. A selection of

the innovative sculptures and paintings,

already exhibited at the National Gallery,

Bulawayo. will give Harare viewers a

chance to see new developments, a break

away from the tired old and now largely

commercialised tradition of stone sculpture

in Zimbabwe.

International naive paintings will be

exhibited at Sandro's Gallery from Novem-

ber 30th to December 30th. Work from

England, Denmark, Tanzania and Zimbabwe

will be included.

The Zimbabwe Heritage Exhibition

continues at the National Gallery until the

end of January. A walkabout with the some

of the selectors (Helen Lieros, Tony

Mhonda, Nicholas Mukomberanwa and

Sylvia Bews-Wright) will happen sometime

in January. Go and see it and add to our

collection of opinions!

Nicholas Mukomberanwa's work (1960-

1995) will be exhibited in a one-man

retrospective at the National Gallery in

March. As one of the grand old men of the

stone sculpture tradition in Zimbabwe,

Mukomberanwa has produced work of a

consistently high standard. It should be very

interesting to see a large number of his best

works together and to consider his progres-

sion.

Student work will be on show at Gallery

Delta in January. This exhibition shows

what the forthcoming generation of Zimba-

bwean artists are up to.

Spanish work will be featured in an

exhibition, at Gallery Delta in March, of

paintings by the Spanish Ambassador to

Zimbabwe, inspired by the work of the poet

and playwright, Lorca. The show will be

accompanied by the production of one of

Lorca's plays in the amphitheatre. 21
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